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Abstract - This article proposes a union-shaped triple band microstrip patch antenna design suitable for WLAN and 

wireless sensor applications. The union shape is obtained by optimizing the combination of a rectangular shape and two 

semicircles. It is designed using an FR-4 substrate having a dielectric constant of 4.4. The antenna size is 34.6 mm × 48.4 

mm × 1.6 mm. It exhibits three resonance frequencies such as 2.4 GHz, 4.8 GHz, and 6.8 GHz. The S11 values at these 

frequencies are -23dB, -20 dB, and -21 dB, respectively. The FDTD analysis of this proposed antenna is carried out with a 

novel algorithm developed for identifying strips of contiguous white pixels in a column within a black-and-white image of 

the antenna. The algorithm reads all the pixels in the black and white image and forms separate strips having white color, 

indicating the conducting part of the antenna. The data of all the strips are stored in one structure containing several 

fields such as strip number, column number in which the strip is present, the starting row number, the last row number, 

and the total length of the strip. This structure was then used to create the antenna's geometry in the FDTD environment 

using Elsherbeni codes. This algorithm will stand as a better solution for implementing the geometry of microstrip patch 

antennas for carrying out FDTD analysis. 
 

Keywords - Union shaped, Triple band antenna, FDTD analysis, Strip identification algorithm, WLAN, and wireless 

sensor.  

 

1. Introduction  
Microstrip patch antennas (MSAs) are widely used for 

various wireless communication applications such as space 

communication, cellular communication, wireless LAN, 

WiMAX, etc. It is because they offer advantages like low 

profile, low weight, inexpensive, easily integrable with 

electronic components, etc. These antennas are also 

suitable candidates for dual-band and triple-band 

operations.  

A triple-band rectangular slot MSA suitable for 

wireless applications is discussed in [1]. Two slits and T-

shaped slots are used to get a triple band performance for 

WLAN, Bluetooth, and 5.8 GHz/ISM Band applications, 

as explained in [2]. A bus-shaped tri-band antenna 

performing 5G applications in the sub-6 GHz band is 

reported in [3]. A triple band printed monopole antenna 

appropriate in wireless applications and its uniaxial PML- 

FDTD analysis is given in [4]. A compact flower-shaped 

direct-fed hexagonal MSA with triple band-notch is 

reported in [5]. A CPW-fed monopole triple-band antenna 

designed using the FDTD method is discussed in [6]. A 

triple-band MSA for wireless LAN applications is reported 

in [29]. A tri-band antenna using L-shaped slots suitable 

for BT/WLAN/WiMAX applications is discussed in [8]. 

An MSA using an inverted F-slot providing triple-band 

performance suitable for the WiMAX application is 

explained in [9]. A triple-band antenna design using a 

square ring technique is presented in [10]. A metamaterial-

inspired triple band antenna is reported in [11]. A triple-

band performance obtained using an E-shaped antenna is 

discussed in [12]. A fork-shaped compact triple-band 

antenna is reported in [13]. A microstrip patch antenna 

designed using a U slot for exhibiting triple band 

performance is discussed in [14]. A W-shaped microstrip 

antenna providing three resonance bands is discussed in 

[15]. 

In this article, the design of a union-shaped triple-band 

MSA is discussed. It is based on the previous work of dual 

band high gain MSA [30]. In this, some part of the 

rectangular microstrip patch is replaced by two 

semicircles, forming a union shape. L-shaped slots are now 

included over the union shape, giving triple-band 

performance. Many articles present the full-wave analysis 

of MSAs using the FDTD method [17-20]. However, these 

articles neither reveal the details of filling material index 

over the FDTD grid nor suggest simple and effective 

techniques. The application of image algorithms for filling 

material index is the new trend presented in [21]. 

https://www.internationaljournalssrg.org/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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Successful implementation of this trend is demonstrated in 

[22]. However, this trend has a minor issue: the need to 

manually decide the values of circle radius, center 

coordinates, coordinates of triangle vertices, etc. 

In this work, a novel algorithm for analyzing a binary 

image for extracting a contiguous strip of white pixels is 

developed and then used to put the material index in the 

FDTD investigation of the planned triple band MSA. It 

dramatically reduces manual work, as found in [21-22]. 

 

2. Antenna Design  
The antenna's shape is developed with the objective 

of a triple-band outcome. Initially, a rectangular antenna 

based on standard formulae was designed using an FR-4 

substrate having a dielectric constant of 4.4 and a height 

of 1.6 mm [23]. It was designed initially at a nominal 

frequency of 2.5 GHz. The patch length and width are 

28.2 mm and 36.5 mm, severally. The final antenna was 

designed iteratively, which is explained here. In the first 

iteration, the patch length is unchanged, while the width is 

reduced to 28 mm. The reduced width is compensated by 

adding two semicircles, each of a 9 mm radius, to keep the 

patch area almost the same as that of the nominal design 

with a 2.5 GHz frequency. A skew symmetry is used to 

arrange the semicircles. Fig. 1 presents the antenna sketch 

in iteration 1.  

 
Fig. 1 Sketch of Iteration 1 

In iteration 2, the vertical slots near the width edges, 

i.e., parallel to the length, are used. The slot length after 

optimization was set to 18.3mm. Fig. 2 shows the antenna 

sketch in iteration 2. 

 
Fig. 2 Sketch of Iteration 2 

 
Fig. 3 Sketch of Iteration 3 - proposed antenna  

Iteration 3, i.e., the planned antenna, is formed by 

adding horizontal slots perpendicular to vertical slots. The 

horizontal slots extend midway through the semicircles. 

This is the proposed union-shaped antenna as presented in 

fig. 3. The L shape slots of 1.3 mm width are positioned 

near the width edges, i.e., parallel to the length and 

through the center line of the semicircular shapes. The slot 

lengths were optimized to get the desired triple-band 

performance. The antenna has a complete ground plane 

and a co-axial probe feeding along the vertical center line. 

The black and white images of these iterations were 

supplied to the proposed novel algorithm of strip 

identification. 
 

The algorithm generates the strip number, the column 

number, starting row number, the end row number, and 

the length of the white strip. This algorithm output places 

the material index over the FDTD mesh. Section III 

discusses the algorithm, and table 1 represents the 

optimized dimensions of the antenna.  
 

Table 1. Proposed Antenna Dimensions 

Label Length 

(mm) 

Label Length 

(mm) 

Label Length 

(mm) 

Ls 34.6 R 9.0 Dh 12.2 

Ws 48.4 Sh 18.3 Dv 3.2 

Lp 28.2 Sw 6.7 H 8.4 

Wp 24.0 Px 5.5 G 1.0 

W 1.3 - - - - 

 

3. Strip Identification Algorithm 
When the FDTD method is used to get the 

performance outcome of an MSA, the completion of 

various tasks is necessary. Some of these are discretization 

in the spatial domain, i.e. deciding values of dx, dy, and 

dz, selecting the boundary condition, deciding the number 

of iterations, assigning the material indices, etc. [24-26]. 

However, placing material indexes over the FDTD mesh 

out of these is always challenging, especially when the 

shape is irregular. It was thought to develop a novel 

algorithm that would simplify this job by accepting a 

black-and-white image of the antenna and then extracting 

the contiguous white pixels representing the conducting 

material (patch) of the antenna. The algorithm relies on 

reading the pixels in a column to find out the vertical 
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strips of contiguous white strips. It is important to note 

that when a new white pixel is found, the decision has to 

be taken whether it can be connected with the ongoing 

strip or a new strip is to be initiated. Further, the ongoing 

strip needs to be terminated when a column ends. 
 

 

The motivation for the development of the algorithm 

lies in the similarity between a 2D image of an object and 

an index-filled FDTD mesh. In the case of an image, the 

light intensity values are stored for all the pixels in the 

image. In contrast, in the case of index-filled FDTD mesh, 

for every node, the number representing either conducting 

material or dielectric material is stored. The algorithm is 

an outcome of an inspiration based on the concept of run-

length encoding of an image [27-28]. The algorithm 

proposed in this work employs a data structure consisting 

of five fields: number, col_num, starting_row, end_row, 

and length. Here, the number means the strip number, and 

col_num is the column of the black-and-white image in 

which this strip is found, representing the 'y' coordinate. 

Further, the starting_row and end_row are the strip's limits 

in the 'x' direction. Table 2 presents the novel strip 

identification algorithm. 

The algorithm is set up by writing MATLAB code. 

The yield of the MATLAB code, i.e., the structure 

containing values of the corresponding column number in 

which the brick is found in the image, starting row 

number, end row number, etc., is used to create the bricks 

in the FDTD environment. Fig. 4 shows a flowchart that 

nicely explains the algorithm. 

 
Table 2. The Novel Strip Identification Algorithm 

Read the binary image 

 Find out the number of rows and columns 

  Initialize various supporting variables as given below. 

[old_strip = 0, starting_row = 0, strip_old = 0, m = 0, n = 1] 

 For all j Do        ...{j indicates image column number} 

     For all i Do    ...{i indicates image row number} 

        Is the pixel White 

           if yes check is strip_old = 0{begin new strip} 

              if yes fill the fields of data structure of the strip 

                  increment index i.e. m = m + 1  

                  [strip(m).number = oldstrip + 1, strip(m).col_num = j] 

                  [strip(m).starting_row = i, strip(m).end_row = i] 

                  [strip(m).length = 1 

n = strip(m).starting_row     ...{remember the starting row} 

oldstrip = strip(m).number    ...{remember the strip number} 

strip_old = 1                 ...{strip is going on} 

 

              else if check is strip_old = 1{is there ongoing strip} 

                  if yes fill the fields of data structure of the strip 

                  [strip(m).number = oldstrip, strip(m).col_num = j] 

                  [strip(m).starting_row = n, strip(m).end_row = i] 

                  [strip(m).length = i - n + 1] 

                  [starting_row = i] 

end 

end 

Is the pixel Black 

strip_old = 0 

end 

strip_old = 0 

end 

... {structure for the creation of white strips is over} 

display the total number of strips ...{current value of m} 

Using the data written in the above structure ["strip"] 

Find and display the smallest and largest values of the following. 

[column number, starting row number, end row number, length] 

------- End of the Algorithm ------- 
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Fig. 4  Flowchart of Strip Identification Algorithm 

START 

Read binary image of 

the antenna 

Find number of Rows and 

Columns of the image 

Old_strip = 0, i = 1, 

Starting_row = 0, j = 1 

j > 

Columns? 

Yes 

No 

i > Rows? 

Yes 

No 

j = j + 1; 

i = 1 

A 

Begin new strip: 

m = m + 1, 

strip(m).number = Old_strip + 1, 

strip_col_num = j, 

strip(m).starting_row = i, 

strip(m).end_row = i, 

strip(m).length = 1, 

n = strip(m).starting_row, 

old_strip = strip(m).number, 

Strip_old = 1 

B 

 

Fill in ongoing strip: 

 

strip(m).number = Old_strip, 

strip_col_num = j, 

strip(m).starting_row = n, 

strip(m).end_row = i, 

strip(m).length = i - n + 1, 

n = strip(m).starting_row, 

old_strip = strip(m).number, 

Starting_row = i 

 

B 

 

Strip_old = 0? 

Yes 

No 

A(i, j) = 1? 

Is pixel white? 

No 

Yes 

i = i + 1 

 

B 

A 

Find the smallest and largest values 

of the following col_num, 

starting_row, 

end_row, length 

Display smallest and largest 

values of the following 

col_num, starting_row, 

end_row, length 

END OF FLOWCHART 
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Table 3. Output of Algorithm 

Parameters 

of White 

strips 

Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 

Value Explanation Value Explanation Value Explanation 

total number 

of strips 

420 10*(Wp +2R) 

(64 columns have 

no White pixel at 

all) 

446 10*(Wp + 2R + 

2*(1.3)) 

(each 1.3 mm wide slot 

uses 13 columns) 

600 10*(Wp + 2R + 2*9) 

(The width of L shape 

slot in the horizontal 

direction is 9 mm) 

smallest 

column 

number 

33 (10*(Dh - R) + 1) 

i.e. column of 

leftmost strip 

33 (10*(Dh - R) + 1) 

i.e. column of leftmost 

strip 

33 (10*(Dh - R) + 1) 

i.e. column of leftmost 

strip 

largest 

column 

number 

452 484 - (10*(Dh - 

R)) 

i.e. column of 

rightmost strip 

452 484 - (10*(Dh - R)) 

i.e. column of 

rightmost strip 

452 484 - (10*(Dh - R)) 

i.e. column of rightmost 

strip 

smallest 

starting row 

number 

33 10*Dv + 1 

i.e. top border of 

the patch 

33 10*Dv + 1 

i.e. top border of the 

patch 

33 10*Dv + 1 

i.e. top border of the 

patch 

largest 

starting row 

number 

210 Leftmost strip 305 10*(34.6 - Dv-1) + 1 305 10*(34.6 - Dv-1) + 1 

smallest end 

row number 

130 Rightmost strip 42 Small space = 1 mm in 

the top edge of 

conducting patch and 

vertical slot. 

42 Small space = 1 mm in 

the top edge of 

conducting patch and 

vertical slot. 

largest end 

row number 

314 10*(Ls - Dv) 314 10*(Ls - Dv) 314 10*(Ls - Dv) 

 

3.1. Implementation of the Algorithm 

A MATLAB code is developed for the 

implementation of the algorithm. The algorithm extracts 

the white pixel strips representing the conducting part of 

the antenna based on the black-and-white image input. The 

black-and-white image of every iteration is inputted into 

the code. Fig. 5 shows all three images of the three 

iterations. Table 3 shows the output given by the 

MATLAB code.  
 

4. FDTD Analysis 
The FDTD performance outcome of MSA involves 

the selection of boundary conditions such as UPML, 

CPML, or any other, further deciding spatial discretization, 

field update equations, update coefficients, time looping, 

using suitable source and the feed model, etc. Many papers 

discuss these aspects [17-20]. One of the critical tasks in 

FDTD implementation is filling the material index over the 

FDTD grid, i.e. correct realization of the antenna's 

geometry. A detailed explanation of filling the material 

index is found in [21].   
 

4.1. FDTD Setup 

 The substrate dimension is 34.6 mm x 48.4 mm x 1.6 

mm. The dx, dy, and dz (spatial discretization) are 

0.1.mm, 0.1mm and 0.4mm, respectively. Eq. (1) shows 

the formula for the calculation of the number of cells in 

the "x" direction, which is called "nx". The values of "nx", 

"ny", and "nz" is given by eq. (2 – 4) serially. A co-axial 

probe feeds this antenna at 5.5 mm away from the center 

along the vertical line of symmetry. 

 

𝑛𝑥 =  
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛 𝑥 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑑𝑥
 

+2(𝐶𝑃𝑀𝐿𝑏𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 + 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑏𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠) 

 

(1) 

𝑛𝑥 =  
48.4 𝑚𝑚

0.1 𝑚𝑚
+ 2(8 + 10) = 520 (2) 

𝑛𝑦 =  
34.6 𝑚𝑚

0.1 𝑚𝑚
+ 2(8 + 10) = 382 (3) 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 5 Images of the three iterations of antenna fed to the algorithm a) Iteration1 b) Iteration2 c) Iteration 3 
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𝑛𝑧 =  
1.6 𝑚𝑚

0.4 𝑚𝑚
+ 2(8 + 10) = 40 (4) 

The data structure filled in after the execution of 

MATLAB code based on the algorithm of this work 

contains the data to create the geometry. The routine 

"define geometry" from the well-known resource (Book by 

Atef Elsherbeni) is used [25]. Fig. 6 shows the developed 

geometry in the FDTD environment. 

 
Fig. 6 The geometry of the antenna developed in the FDTD 

environment 

 

Table 4 shows the FDTD arrangement ("setup") to 

execute the FDTD simulation codes in the MATLAB 

environment. 

Table 4. FDTD Setup 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

nx 520 Dx (in mm) 0.1 

ny 382 dy (in mm) 0.1 

nz 40 dz (in mm) 0.4 

CPML cells 

(buffer) 

8 time steps 5000 

Air cells (buffer)  10 Caurant's 

factor 

0.9 

 

Fig. 7 shows the return loss S11 obtained from the 

FDTD simulation for all three iterations.  

 
Fig. 7 Simulated S11 Results 

5. Results and Discussions 
Fig. 8 depicts the fabricated model of the union-

shaped antenna. The substrate dimensions are 34.6 mm x 

48.4 mm x 1.6 mm. 

  

a) b) 

Fig. 8 Fabricated model of antenna a) Top patch b) ground plane 

 

The antenna performance parameters were measured 

with the help of a Vector network analyzer from Rohde & 

Schwarz ("2 ports, 13.6 GHz, model ZVL13"). Fig. 9 

shows the comparison of measured S11 values with values 

obtained through simulation. It is seen that the measured 

values of S11 are almost matching with FDTD analysis. 

The -10 dB bandwidths obtained are from 2.35 GHz to 2.5 

GHz, i.e. (6.18%), 4.75 GHz to 4.95 GHz, i.e. (4.12%), 

and 6.7 GHz to 6.95 GHz, i.e. (3.66%). 
  

Fig. 9 Comparison of S11 of iteration 3 - Simulation vs 

measurement. 
 

Table 5 compares the proposed antenna's measured 

gain with the simulated gain.  
 

Table 5. Gain Comparison 
 

Sr. Freq (GHz) 

Gain 

Simulated 

(dBi) 

Gain 

Measured 

(dBi) 

1 2.4 4.75 5.98 

2 4.8 5.27 6.67 

3 6.8 5.96 5.07 

 

It is found that both the gains measured and simulated 

are very nearby to the total bandwidth. This antenna's 

radiation patterns are measured in XZ and YZ planes. The 

frequencies used for measurement are 2.4 GHz, 4.8 GHz, 

and 6.8 GHz. These radiation patterns are observed to be 

steady at all three frequency ranges. These measured and 

simulated patterns of radiation are depicted in fig. 10, 11, 

and 12 serially. The measured radiation patterns are in 

good agreement with the simulated ones.
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Fig. 10 Radiation Patterns at 2.4 GHz - Measured and simulated 

 

 
Fig. 11 Radiation Patterns at 4.8 GHz - Measured and simulated 

 

 
Fig. 12 Radiation Patterns at 6.8 GHz - Measured and simulated 
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Table 6. Comparison of Proposed Union-Shaped Triple Bans Antenna with other Triple Band Antennas 

Reference 

No. 

Frequency Bands 

(GHz) 

Gain (dBi) Minimum - 

Maximum 

Substrate name and 

its height 

Area of Patch 

(mm2) 

Technique 

employed 

[1] 2.4, 5.5, 7.5 1.24 - 3.57 FR4,  

1.6 mm 

53 x 53 Rectangular slot 

[6] 2.4, 5.2, 5.8 Not given FR4,  

1.6 mm 

63 x 57.6 CPW fed planar 

monopole 

[9] 2.4, 3.9, 5.7 5.77 - 7.74 RT 5880 

3.175 mm 

67 x 74 Inverted F slot 

[14] 5.59, 6.1, 6.8  5.5 – 8.00 FR4,  

1.99 mm 

56 x 50 U slot 

Proposed 2.4, 4.8, 6.8 4.75  – 6.67 FR4,  

1.6 mm 

34.6 x 48.4 

 

Union shape with L 

slots 
 

Table 6 shows the qualitative comparison of the 

proposed antenna with similarly reported models. The 

complexity in the design of similarly reported models is 

higher than the proposed antenna. The proposed antenna is 

tiny in size compared to the cited references. The proposed 

antenna has more steady radiation patterns over all three 

bands. The development of a novel strip identification 

algorithm for obtaining FDTD performance outcomes is a 

crucial component of the work mentioned in this article.   
 

6. Conclusion 
A union-shaped triple band MSA is developed to 

perform in frequency bands suitable for WLAN application. 

It is analyzed using the novel strip identification algorithm. 

The antenna model is fabricated using an FR-4 substrate. 

The size of MSA is 34.6 mm x 48.4 mm x 1.6 mm. The 

proposed antenna offers an S11 below -15 dB (less than) 

over the three bands of 2.35 to 2.5 GHz, 4.7 to 4.9 GHz, 

and 6.6 to 7.1 GHz. The maximum gain of this antenna 

changes from 4.75 dBi to 6.67 dBi over the three bands. 

The proposed antenna model is appropriate for WLAN 

applications and wireless sensor networks. 
 

 

The performance of the novel Strip identification 

algorithm is highly accurate and suitable for antennas 

having any irregular shape. It will stand as an ultimate 

solution for implementing geometry in the FDTD analysis.  

In the future, this newly developed algorithm can be 

improved to merge the strips having the same starting row 

number and the same end row number in adjacent columns. 

It will reduce the number of bricks created in the FDTD 

environment. There is much scope to further improve the 

union shape design by splitting each semicircle into two 

semicircles having unequal radii. 
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